Abstract—There is currently a growing interest in personal health technologies using data collection strategies to develop context-aware systems. The insights from this data could help patients and clinicians monitor and manage mental illness. We describe our approach to support the data analysis and feedback to clinicians and patients through extending the MONARCA Self-Assessment System.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing interest in personal monitoring systems that use different data collection approaches to develop context-aware systems. These systems can help users by enabling them to monitor and visualize their behaviors, reminding them to perform specific tasks, and providing feedback on the effectiveness of their behaviors.

Personal monitoring systems have been suggested for the management of a wide range of health-related conditions, and comprehensive electronic monitoring systems have been presented especially for patients suffering from bipolar disorder [1], [2], [3]. Bipolar disorder is associated with a high risk of relapse and hospitalization [4]. Major reasons for the decreased effect of interventions in clinical practice are delayed intervention for depressive and manic episodes [5], [6] and limitations of paper-based mood charts [7].

However, these monitoring systems collect a vast amount of data that contain a lot of information which can be difficult for the patients and clinicians to make sense of. Due to the complexity of the illness, it is unclear what data are most important as symptoms vary from patient to patient, and may be difficult to recognize.

Hence, in this demo, we present the extension of the MONARCA Self-Assessment System [3], which aim at helping patients and clinicians get an insight into important aspects of the patients’ mental status using machine learning methods.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This addition to the MONARCA system collects the subjective and objective data collected through the MONARCA Android application. It runs it through a set of different algorithms on our server, and outputs past and current impact factors as well as a forecast of the patients’ mood.

The impact factors are presented to the patients in form of a screen in the MONARCA Android application (Fig. 1), which also provides strategies on how to handle the different impact factors. Furthermore, there is an abstract data visualization metaphor created as a Live Wallpaper (Fig. 2), running on the phone, to increase the patients’ awareness to the information provided by the system.

Past and present impact factors as well as the forecast of the patients mood are presented to clinicians through the web portal. The quick patient overview (Fig. 3) enables them to...
focus on patients in need of immediate attention. The detailed information along with the strategies the patients have been given are available through sub pages of the portal.

At the demo, we will present the technical aspects of the system which include the server side, the algorithms, the Android application, and the web portal. We also provide an insight into how this application is integrated into users daily life. We demonstrate the functionalities that help both patients and clinicians and provide an insight into how this application is integrated into patients daily life.

III. SCENARIO AND PROJECT VIDEOS

An overview of the project is provided in the MONARCA introduction movie, which is available in the IT University of Copenhagen’s video archive at http://video.itu.dk/video/4550686/monarca

A scenario have been documented in the MONARCA movie available on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVSoAxlQxM

Note that the background sensing and activity inferring is not part of this scenario.
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